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ABSTRACT
Numerical simulation results
of fluid dynamic and physical processes in
radioactive
waste storage tanks are presented.
Investigations
include
simulation
of jet mixing pump induced flows intended to mix and maintain
particulate
material uniformly distributed
throughout the liquid volume.
Physical effects of solids are included 'In the code. These are particle
size
through a settling
velocity
and _,i',xtu._e properties through density and
viscosity.
Calculations
have be_n accomplished for a centrally
located,
rotationally-oscillating,
horizontally-directed
jet mixing pump for two cases.
One case is with low jet velocity
and high settling
velocity,
lt results
in
nonuniform distribution.
The other case is with high jet velocity and low
settling
velocity,
lt results
in uniform conditions.
Results are being used
to aid in experiment design and to understand mixing in the waste tanks.
These results
are to be used in conjunction with scaled experiments to define
limits
of pump operation to maintain uniformity
of the mixture in the storage
tanks during waste retrieval
operations.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this work is to investigate,
using numerical simulation,
the
fluid
dynamics and physical processes that occur during forced mixing in
radioactive-waste
storage tanks at the Hanford site.
The double shell tanks
(DST) are one million
gallon capacity and contain liquid
and particulate
matter in various forms of supernatant and solids mixtures.
Forced mixing is
a method proposed to resuspend the particulate
material
into a homogeneous
mixture and to maintain uniformity
of the mixture during waste retrieval
operations
prior to processing the waste into long term storage media. This
paper reports progress of numerical simulation investigations
using forced
mixing to maintain uniformity
in a fully mixed tank at a variety
of pump
operating conditions.
Forced mixing is also a proposed method to mitigate
the
accumulation of gas generated in the sludge layer of certain waste mixtures.
Preliminary
investigations
of forced mixing as a means of mitigating
gas
accumulation in a sludge layer by mobilizing
and maintaining
circulation
of
particulate
laden fluid are also reported.
Physical pmocesses that occur during mobilization
and mixing of particulatecontaining
sludge in the waste tank are complex.
Initially,
a settled
sludge
l;_yer exists.
Investigation
of the mobilization
of thi _. sludge layer with jet
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mixing pumps is the focus of relatedwork. Once mobilized,jet mixing pumps
are used to maintain the contents of the tank in a uniformlymixed state
during the retrieval process.
Simulationof the mixing processes during maintenanceof uniformity is being
done with an advanced v_rsion of the TEMPEST (Time-d_pendent_Energy,M_omentum,
Pressure Equation Solution in Three dimensions)computer program-. This
computercode solves a time-dependent,three-dimensionalset of transport
equations. The code is well suited for the waste tank mixing application. A
series of model problems are used to confirm the calculationalfeatures and
physicalmodels in the code. Confirmationof analysis in the application
geometry of the waste tank with a jet mixing pump is to be done by comparison
to actual experimentaldata from scaled experimentsof tank mixing.
Simulationshave been completeddescribingtwo cases proposed for scaled tank
testingbased on dimensionlessanalysis scaling laws. One set of conditions
demonstratessignificantdensity coupling of:settling particulatematerial
with the velocity field. The other set of conditionsdemonstratesminimal
density coupling with the velocity field. These simulationsprovide
experimentdesigners insighLs into the expected results and aid design of
experimentalmeasurement systems. Time-dependentvisualizationshave been
accomplishedto better understandthe nature of the complex three-dimensional
flow field and mixing processes.
Calculationsat several sets of conditionshave also been completed for a
downward-directed,centrally-located,single jet of liquid. These
calculationswere designed to providepreliminary insights into mixing
mechanismsof a proposed method of mitigatingthe accumulationof a gas
generated and retained in a sludge layer. Preliminarycomputationsof initial
stages of mobilizationand mixing in a smaller, horizontallyoriented, 50,000
gallon waste storage tank in use at Oak Ridge National Laboratoryhave also
been done.
MODELING APPROACH
The viability of using numerical simulationto describe the hydrodynamicsof a
centrally-located,rotationally-oscillating,
horizontally-directed,
jet mixing
pump to maintain uniformlymixed material in a waste storage tank is being
demonstratedthrough a series of analysis steps. These steps are designed to
ascertainthe correctnessof the approach and the methodology. As part of the
evaluation,simulationswere conductedof hindered and unhinderedsettling of
solids,of turbulent jets in free jet and floor-confinedjet configurations,
and of volume-concentration-dependent
viscosity.
The advanced version of TEMPEST uses a finite-volumebased discretization
approach to solve time-dependenttransportequationsfor continuity,momentum,
energy, and species mass fraction. Turbulenceis modeled using a two-equation
turbulent kinetic energy-dissipation(k-_) model. The solution of all of the
equations is fully coupled through material property dependencies. Density is
a function of temperatureand species mass fraction. Viscosity is a function
of temperature,species volume fraction,and turbulence. The code provides
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several volume-fraction-dependent
viscositymodels. Solid particle settling
is included in the models as hindered settling subject to a maximum settled
volume fraction in the sludge layer.
A methodologywas developed to implementthe effect of jet mixing pump
rotation as an interior boundary conditionto the flow. This methodology
includesrecirculationof the pumped liquid to ensure correct buoyancy effects
in the jet as the material becomes more or less mixed. Figure I presents a
schematicof Lhe tank and mixing pump configurationfor the case of one
centrally located pump. The liquid depth is nominally g m and the tank
diameter is 22.9 m. The pump intake is near the floor. Each pump has two
jets issuing horizontallyin opposite directions. The jet nozzle diameter is
15.2 cm and is 0.46 m above the floor. This jet mixing pump design
configurationis also being analyzed as a means of mobilizingthe sludge.
Material propertiesof the sludge and superna_a_tare available in a number of
reports of waste tank sample characterization
_'_. Supernatantspecific
gravity ranges from about 1.05 to 1.30. Sludge specific gravity ranges
upwards from about 1.5. Viscositiesmay range upwards to 1000 cP and nonNewtoniancharacteristicsmay be exhibitedby the sludge. Some viscosity data
exhibits an exponentialdependenceon volumetricconcentrationof solids. This
is the model used in most of the presentwork. Particle sizes also have a
range, dependingupon the type of waste. Characterizationsample tests
indicate that most particles are in the 1-10 _m size range with a large
populationaround 3 _m and a relativelysmall populationup to the 100 _m
range. Given this wide range of physical and material properties,a qualified
analysis tool will be an analysis benefitto the ongoingwaste retrieval
programs.
RESULTS
The numerical simulations
in this work includes conducting evaluation
tests to
assure correctness of the implementation of the numerical and physical models
in the analysis tool.
I'valuations
were conducted to test hindered and
unhindered settling
in the species transport
equation.
Hindered settling
occurs as volume fraction
increases towards a maximum settled concentration.
Jet flows in both free and floor-bounded configurations,
and volumetricconcentration-dependent
viscosity
models were simulated and evaluated prior to
conducting simulation of the waste tank applications.
Results of these
investigations
are presented here.
Volumetric-Concentration..Dependent
Viscosity
Spatial variationof viscosity is implementedin the momentum equations solved
in TEMPEST. For the present applications,it was necessaryto evaluate the
numerical implementationof volumetric-concentration-dependent
viscosity.
This was done in a laminar plane channel flow. There is an analytical
solution for tilevelocity profile for this flow for the case of a linear
concentration-dependent
viscosity. Results are presentedin Figure 2. At the
channel inlet, a linear concentrationprofileand plug flow velocity profile
are imposed. The velocity profile at the end of the channel is distorted from
the constant viscosity parabolic conditionbecause of viscositybeing
I
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concentrationdependent. The results in the figure compare the constant
viscosityparabolic velocity profile with the TEMPEST-computedand the
analyticallyderived velocity profile for the linear viscosity condition.
Agreement between the analyticalprofile and the TEMPEST result is very good
and confirms this feature in the code. Similar model problems were used for
evaluationof other features and physical models prior to applying them to the
waste tank application. These evaluationsincludedmodeling hindered solids
settling and maximum packing limitation,and simulation of several jet flows
for both free and bounded floor jets.

Scaled Tank ExperimentPre-Test Simulationwith Jet Mixing Pump
Once preliminaryevaluationswere completed,a methodology was developed,
implemented,and tested for modeling a centrally-located,rotationallyoscillating,horizontally-directed
jet mixing pump. Figure _3presents a
computed result for one preliminaryanalysis simulation. Presentedin the
Figure is a renderingof a surface of constant mass fraction at one time
during the time-dependentcalculation. For this case, a layer of sludge was
initializedin the lower 1.3 m of the tank. The pump was impulsivelystarted
and began rotating. The rotation is oscillatorythrough a 180 degree arc.
The angular location of one of the jets is evident in the figure by the dark
area at the floor where material has been "swept" away. The lobe in the upper
region of the tank indicatesmaterial which has been carried up the tank wall
by the action of the jet. At this early time in the calculation,the material
is not j_t uniformlymixed. The purpose of this calculationwas primarily to
demonstratethe full coupling of all the featuresof the problem: fiow,
solids, jet mixing, pump oscillation,etc.
Subsequently,a longer-timesimulationwas computed to investigatemaintenance
of uniformity. Figure 4 presents a calculationresult at one time after
several pump rotations. The dark area at the floor is an area where material
has been swept away and which also indicatesangle and directionof the jet at
the time of this snapshot. Constant mass fraction surfaces are presented for
the average mass fraction (centralsurface),the average mass fraction plus
ten percent (lower surface),and the averagemass fraction minus ten percent
(upper surface). The initial distributionof solids was assumedto be uniform
at an average mass fraction for this case. The solid _ _icleswere assumed
to settle at a fall velocity correspondingto a particle size of a planned
experiment. As time progressed,material settledtowards the floor of the
tank_ thus increasingthe mass Fraction near the floor and decreasingthe mass
fraction near the surface. The region betweenthe upper and ic'vermass
fraction surfaces in the figure is the volumewithin which mass traction is
within the mixed mean average plus or minus ten percent.
Figure 5 presents the time-dependentmass fraction of the solids at four
vertical locationsadjacent to the outer wall for two cases. One case has a
jet velocity of Uo=1.3 m/s and a settling velocity of Vs=36.2 cm/h. The other
case has a greater jet velocity of Vo:5.2 m/s and a lower settling velocity of
Vs-2.05 cm/h. For the jet pump conditiorls
assumed in the first case, there is
insufficientmomentum upon the floor jet reachingthe outer wall to carry the
more dense material to the top surface of the volume. This effect becomes
compoundedby the continued settling of material,causing the floor region to
become more and more dense, i.e.__chejet not carrying it to the surface, and
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so forth. For the lower jet velocity-highersettlingvelocity case, the mass
fraction at the floor has increasedsignificantlyfrom the initial (uniformly
distributed)average value of 0.18. The peak and valley character in the
curves corresponds primarilyto the oscillationof the jet with time. For the
higher jet velocity-lowersettling velocity case, the jet retains sufficient
momentum upon reaching the outer wall to carry material up the outer wall thus
maintaininga uniformlymixed condition.
Figure 6 presei_tsthe vertical distributionof mass fraction for these two
cases. In the low jet velocity/highsettling velocity case, there is a
significant increase in mass fraction near the floor and a corresponding
decrease near the top surface. Physically,as this situationdevelops, it can
be further compoundedby the buoyancy of the fluid in the jet, depending upon
the location of the pump intake and the flow pattern throughoutthe tank. In
the present design, the pump intake is to be 10 cm above the floor. If a
majority of the fluid being drawn into *thepump contains less dense material,
then the jet will become more buoyant with time. A more buoyant jet, issuing
into a stably stratifiedmedium, may lift off the floor and become less
effectiveat mixing the tank contents. A similar effect could occur if the
jet issues into the liquid at a slightlyupward angle. This effect is shown
schematicallyin Figure 7. In the normal mode with the jet issuing
horizontally,it spreadsdue to entrainmentand then transcendsinto a floor
jet. However, if tilted upwards, it could be less effective at scouring
material at the tank flooro
For the case of high jet velocity, the computationsbecome quite CPU
intensive,requiring tens of hours of CPU time on a Cray YMP. A computational
methodologyhas been developedwhich allows much longer simulationtime
calculations. The methodologyis primarilyapplicableto small paFLiclesof
the size expected in the waste tanks. The flow field is decoupled from
species transport field and an increase in computationalefficiencyof 140:1
is realized when computing a single particle size field. As time-dependent
calculationscontinue, it is necessaryto monitor the distributionof species
and the local density of the mixture that would occur if the solids were
settling in a fully coupled flow field. When density effects become
significant,it is then necessary to re-couplethe flow field to determine if
the jet mixing pump flow is sufficientto re-mix th(lmaterial uniformly. This
is one method which is being used to investigatelo_,erlimits of pump
operation for maintenanceof uniformity.
Another considerationbeing implementedinto the analysis is depositionof
material on the floor of the tank. With material in a uniformly mixed state,
there is a possibilitythat a small fraction of material may re-settle tD
floor of the tank during the time betweenpump rotationalsweeps. For
maintenanceof uniformity,it will be necessaryto re-suspendthis material.
This is a physical process not unlike a garden hose moving dust and dirt from
a driveway. For a given jet mixing pump flow, the turbulentwall jet which
develop_ along the floor will have a wall stress distribution. A thin layer
deposition/erosionmodel based on critical shears is being implementedin
TEMPEST to investigatethis aspect of the problem.
Experimentsat 1/12 and I/4 scale are plannedto further investigatethe
maintenanceof uniformity. The results of TEMPEST pre-test predictions have
been quite useful in aiding in the design of the experiment,in placement of
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measurement instruments,in defining measurementfrequency,and in generally
understandingexpected behaviors. Onc_ data has bean acquire, it will be
compared to predictionsto provide confirmationof the analysis capabilities.
Once confirmed by comparisonto data, the analysis tool will be used in
conjunctionwith experimentaldata to provide guidelinesto defining lower
limits of pump operation required to assure maintenanceof uniformity of
mixing during waste retrieval operations.
VerticallyDirected Mixing Jet
In at least one waste storage tank at Hanford, a sludge layer exists in which
gas is produced in the sludge. The sludge layer is approximatelyfive meters
thick and covered by a five meter deep liquid layer. Periodically,the
buoyancyof the gas-containingsludge becomes suff,cientto cause it to turn
over. The turnover is often accompaniedby a significantrelease of the gas.
This periodic gas release process has been recognizedas a safety concern and
is being investigatedextensively. One aspect of the investigationis
addressingmitigationwhich is the process of causing and/or inducing release
of the generated gas in continuousquantities. One proposed mechanism for
causing this release is forced mixing with a centrallylocated, downward
directed jet.
TEMPEST is being used to simulate this configurationof liquid and sludge
layer under the influenceof a downward-directedjet. The analysis is
investigatingthe influenceof jet flow velocity,distance of the jet nozzle
above the tank floor, jet intake location,nozzle diameter and sludge layer
material properties. Figure 8 presents the time dependentresults for one set
of conditions. In this analysis,the jet velocity was assumed to be 9 m/s in
a 0.9 m draft tube, issuing downward into the 5 m deep sludge layer. In the
figure, results are shown at several times after impulsivelystarting the jet.
The dark area in each figure representssludge and the light area represents
supernatantliquid. As time progresses,an equilibriumcondition is reached
which looks like a hydraulicallymined hole, similar to what might be expected
by directing a garden hose downward into dirt in a garden. Calculationsfor
the case shown in Figure 8 were also conducted by first assuming the material
was fully mixed throughoutthe tank and allowed to re-settle. The end result
with time was the same. Other parametersincludingjet diameter, jet flow,
and intake and exit nozzle locations have been simulatedto investigate
general characteristicsof the mixing process. Figure 9 presents timesequelltial
results for a simulated case in which particleswere assumed to be
smaller, the liquid jet velocity was greater, and the sludge viscosity was
less. At these simulatedconditions,the total sludge layer is mixed
throughoutthe tank volume.
One hypothesisof this mixing/mitigationconcept is that it may not be
necessaryto completelycause the whole of the sludge layer to be turbulently
mixed throughoutthe tank volume. As the jet pump issues into the sludge
layer, material is eroded from the sides of the hole. If the sludge layer
exhibits an oozing character,materia'leroded from the side of the hole would
be replaced as time progressed. These and other aspects of this problem are
still under active investigationtowards accomplishinga mitigation of the gas
generatingwaste storage tank.
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HorizontalWaste Storage Tank
Certain of the waste storage tanks in use at Oak Ridge4NationalLaboratoryare
50,000 gallon cylindrical tanks with a horizontalaxis . The TEMPEST code was
applied to this configurationprimarilyas an investigationinto analysis
applicability. In the analysis,the jets were assumed to be submerged in the
sludge layer as shown in Figure 10 and recirculatedmaterial through the pump.
Two analyseswere done for this configuration- one using jets which were
deflected downward at an angle to the horizontal,and one using jets issuing
horizontally. The early mixing characterof these two jet configurationsis
quite different as evident .inthe perspectiveviews of successiveplanes
showing mass fraction distribution. The downvard deflected jet case indicates
a more efficientcleaning of material from the floor in the near vicinity of
the jets, whereas the horizontallydirected jet results indicate a process
more akin to a shearing erosion.
Computed results of the mass fractiondistributionfor the horizontally
directed jet case are presented in Figure 11 at severaltimes shortly after
impulsivelystarting the jet flows. In this figure, the darkest area is the
sludge layer, the grey area is the supernatant,and the lightest areas are
solids containingmixture. The penetrationdistance down the axis of the tank
is quite evidentwith increasingtime. Although not quite evident in the
colorationof the figure, the downward progressiondue to shear erosion of
material is also progressingwith time. lt is expected that the calculation
will indicate a continued erosion and mixing of material nearest the jet, but
calculationshave not yet been completedto determine the total extent of
axial penetration.
CONCLUSIONS
Material
stored in high level radioactive
waste storage tanks at Hanford is to
be retrieved
and processed into long term storage media. Understanding the
complexities
of the fluid dynamics and mixing processes that occur during the
planned waste retrieval
processes is essential
to providing a uniform product
to the processing plants.
Numerical _imulation of the fl_lid dynamic and
mixing processes under the influence of forced mixing provides insights
that
are beneficial
to experiment designers and retrieval
opera_ions engineers.
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Numerical simulation of the transport
and mixing processes of jet mixing in
waste storage tanks is an integral
part of a program to investigate
the
retrieval
processes including
the maintenance of uniformly mixed tank
contents.
Calculations
have been accomplished to confirm simulation
of the
basic processes of solids settling,
floor bounded jets, buoyancy effects,
and
concentration-dependent
viscosity.
A deposition
and erosion model is being
implemented to handle the floor situation.
A methodology has been developed
to compute long time simulations.
Experiments are planned in 1/12 and I/4
scale tanks to obtain data to comparewith predictionsand to provide
confirmationof predictivecapabilitiesin the tank applicationsas well as
aid in defining operational limits 'Forthe maintenanceof uniformityduring
retrieval.
Preliminarycalculationsdesigned to investigatea proposedmitigation method
for a waste storage tank with a gas generatingsludge layer have been
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accomplished. Results at certain conditionsindicate a propensityfor the jet
to mine a hole in a sludge layer,
While solids may continue to be eroded from
the hole, further investigationof this and other mixing effects as they apply
to mitigation
are required.
At other conditions,
it is shown that the sludge
layer is mixed.
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FIGURES
Figure I.

Waste StorageTank Schematicwith a CentrallyLocated Mixing Pump.

Figure 2.

Plane ChannelVelocity Profile for Linear ConcentrationDependent
Viscosity Function.

Figure 3.

VisualizationRendered Surfaceof Constant Mass Fraction of Solids
ShortlyAfter an ImpulsiveJet Startup.

Figure 4.

VisualizationRendered Surfaces at the Average Mass Fraction and
at Plus/Minus 10 Percent.

Figure 5.

Time-DependentMass Fraction at Vertical LocationsAdjacent to the
Outer Wall for a Low Jet Velocity/HighParticleSettling Velocity
Case and for a High Jet Velocity/LowParticleSettling Velocity
Case.

Figure 6.

Vertical Mass Fraction Distributionfor a Low Jet Velocity/High
Particle Settling Velocity Case and for a High Jet Velocity/Low
Particle Settling Velocity Case.

Figure 7.

SchematicRepresentationof Mixing Pump HorizontalJet
Transcendinginto a Floor Jet and an Upward Deflected Jet Not
Transcendinginto a Floor Jet.

Figure 8.

Time-dependentVariation of Distributionof Solids Due to a
Downward Directed Jet Pump Issuinginto a Dense, Viscous Layer of
Sludge Showingthe Characteristicsof a HydraulicallyMined Hole.

Figure 9.

Time-dependentVariation of Distributionof Solids Due to a
Downward DirectedJet Pump Issuing into a Dense, Viscous Layer of
Sludge Showingthe Total Mixing of the Sludge Layer

Figure 10. Schematicof a 50,000 Gallon HorizontalWaste Storage Tank and
Mixing Due to HorizontallyDirectedMixing Jets Submerged in a
Sludge Layer.
Figure 11. Time-dependentVariation of the Initial Stages of Mixing a Sludge
Layer in a HorizontalTank.
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